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Lorikeet

Python

Possum

Frog

Koala

Fruit

Bottlebrush 
flower

Leaves

Beetle

Rat

Yummy!
Draw a line from the animal to what it likes to eat.

Yura, 
We say ‘Yura’ to welcome you into Quandamooka Country. Our waterways are 
precious, so it is important we work together to keep our rivers, creeks and bay 
healthy. Enjoy the activities and games in this booklet and learn more about our 
waterways. 

Seena and Curtis 

The Jandai translation of ‘Yura’ in English is ‘welcome’.

The Nunukul and Goenpul clans of Quandamooka belong to the Jandai language group and the Nughi belong to the Gowar 
dialect. The Jandai words used in this booklet were sourced from Jandai Language Dictionary published by Minjerribah 
Moorgumpin Elders-in-Council Aboriginal Corporation.



Fun Fact: Koalas have 
two thumbs which make 
them excellent climbers!

Help the koala find 
our 400 year old 
tallowwood tree.



Can you find the hidden animals?

Fun Fact: Camouflage 
helps animals hide in 
their environment.

Colour



Dot-to-Dot
Finish the picture.

Draw an animal you saw today.

Draw/Imagine
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Fun Fact: Powerful 
owls make the sound 
‘woo-hoo’, instead of 
‘hoot hoot’. 



Explore the bushland and gardens at IndigScapes.
Tick the box when you find these treasures.

Scavenger hunt

 `   Nest box

 `   Bee hive  

 `   Bird

 `   Dragonfly

I pledge to:
 `  Plant a native tree for wildlife

 `  Remind grown-ups to slow down while   
 driving in the car at night

 `  Keep our dog inside at night 

 `   Butterfly

 `   Ant 

 `   Turtle

Are you an 
Eco Hero?



We hope you loved completing the activities in the book. 

Yuwayi, we’ll see you again soon! 
The Jandai translation of ‘Yuwayi’ in English is ‘goodbye’
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